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Textbooks to Facebook,
professors connect to
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Within the next two years, five
degree programs could be eliminated due to budget cuts, university officials announced Thursday.
If approved by the UCF Board
of Trustees, the program cut will
be cardiopulmonary sciences and
radiological sciences from the
College of Health and Public
Affairs, statistics and actuarial science from the College of Sciences,
management information systems
from the College of Business
Administration and engineering
technology from the College of

Engineering and Computer Science.
'½.s bad as that is, I feel compelled to say it could have been a
lot worse," UCF President John C.
Hitt said.
Over the last two years, $77
million of recurring funds have
been cut from state budget,
including the most recent cut of
$38 million for the 2009-10 fiscal
year.
"Really we've had a period now
of two years where the state budget has been in, I guess you could
say, free fall," Hitt said.
The proposed eliminations
PLEASE SEE

PROPOSED ON A3
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UCF President John Hitt speaks about UCF's program cuts during a conference on Thursday morning.
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Budget woes force university to cut majors

CAPTURED FISH
SPITS OUT THE
AHawaii resident caught a 10-inch
reeffish by hand in shallow water
Wednesday while enjoying a picnic.
Curt Carish saw the fish awkwardly
swimming dose to shore and after
catching it, he placed the fish with an
abnormally large belly in the cooler.
Afriend opened the cooler later to
discover a gold watch next to the
fish's mouth that was ticking and
keeping correct time.
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UCF may slash five degree programs
ROBYN SIDERSKY

Miami beach tolerates all kinds of
eccentricity, but the south Florida
playground draws the line at a
bicycle-riding rooster named Mr.
Clucky.A favorite of many tourists/
this bird has been ordered out of
town for his cacophonous crowing
ev day at 6 a.m.
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PIDs, names among
stolen infonnation

•

ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Online Editor

A flash drive containing the
personal information of Nicholson School of Communication
students enrolled during the
spring 2009 term was among
items stolen from the Academic
Student Services Center, said
Boyd Lindsley, assistant director
of the school, in an e-mail sent
out Friday.
The drive, which contained a
spreadsheet listing names, PIDs
and e-mail addresses of approximately 1,500 communication
students, was stolen May 27
from a locked office, according
to an e -mail from Chad Binette
of UCF News & Information.
In response to the theft, the
Nicholson school has developed
a new policy prohibiting staff
and faculty members from star-

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

SGA NEEDS STUDENTS
TO FILL OPEN SENATE
SEATS MONDAY
Interested in having a voice in
SGA?Then grab one of the many
open Senate seats and take action.
On Monday from noon to 5 p.m.,
students will be able to decide if
they are interested in filling a seat.

PLEASE SEE

LOCAL & STATE, A2

UNSECURED BABY
EJECTED FROM CAR
AFTER COLLISION
ATampa infant who was not in a

car seat is being treated for serious
injuries after she was ejected from
a carfollowing a collision.A
garbage truck ran a red light and
collided with the car Friday.

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORJDA FUTURE

Orlando Genao, land manager of the arboretum, lifts a heap of invasive plants Saturday morning, loading them into a truck to dispose of them.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

DONALD THOMANN

MONEY MANAGER
PLEADS GUILTY IN
FLA. PLANE CRASH
An Indiana money manager
avoided trial in Florida by pleading
guilty on Friday to federal charges
that he intentionally crashed his
plane to fake his death and flee
financial ruin.
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SKUNK VINES

Contributing Writer

Volunteers trickled into the arboretum office Saturday morning, where they were gjven the days task:
Find and weed out the skunk vine in the first Invasive
Plant Dig Out held by the Central Florida Invasive
Species Working Group.
About 20 arboretum employees, volunteers and Seminole
County environmental officials
took two hours out of their Saturday morning in the stifling Florida
wetland humidity to rip out more
than an acre's worth of the vine.
Volunteers donned gardening
gloves and wielded branch clippers, machetes, rakes and pitchforks in the effort.
The UCF Environmental Initiative's cypress dome, at the comer
of Gemini Boulevard and North
Orion Boulevard is a lush, five-acre
wetland. Broadjeaved vines, some

as thick as a roll of quarters, stretch
across the native cypress trees,
forming a canopy and underbrush.
The vines are of a non-native,
invasive species of plant called
skunk vine, a predatory plant that,
if left unchecked, will strangle the
native cypress and other plant life
out of its habitat.
"This is a huge, important problem," Sherry WiUiams, who is part
of the Seminole County steering
committee, said. "Most people are
saying, 'Well, why should I care?'
PLEASE 5!=1

VOLUNTEERS ON A4

Skunk vine is a
perennial,climbing or
trailing vine that can
grow to 30 ft. long.
Plants originate from a
woody root-stock and
can invade natural and
disturbed areas of Hawaii and the
southeastern United States.
The stems and leaves have a strong,
unpleasant odor when crushed, giving this
plant its name. Flowering occurs in late
summer to fall, when small, pink or lilac
flowers occur in dusters. Fruit are nearlyround, shiny, brown and upto 0.3 in. (0.7
an)wide.
Skunk vine has the potential to invade a
large variety of disturbed and high quality
habitats.Trailing infestations can
completely cover and kill low-growing
plants and small shrubs.
- v;rw.lNVASIVEORG
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University to
unveil new
degree audit
system in fall
CARMEN CARROQUINO
Staff Writer

Coming this fall, UCF's degree
audit system will be getting a
facelift. The Office of Undergraduate Academic Services will be
unveiling the Degree Audit
Report System as the new face of
SASS, UCF's current system.
The new system will offer students two ways to view their
audit. The system will feature the
traditional HTML version and a
new interactive interface of the
same audit with charts and
graphs to enhance the information.
Undeclared majors will be
able to run and view audits of
prospective majors and minors.
Beverly Azure, director of acaPL£.."'5E SEE
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From textbooks to

SGA seats ready to be filled
Interested in having a
voice in SGA? Then grab
one of the many open SGA
Senate seats and take action.
From noon on Monday
to 5 p.m. in Room 214 of the
Student Union, students
will be able to decide what
seat they're interested in.
Contact Patrick Stauffer
at 407-823-1054 for more
information.
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Social media connects classes
LILY MAXWELL
Contributing Writer

Practice your interview skills

Social networking tools are becoming more popular in classrooms
as some professors are learning how to bridge the gap between students and instructors.
Faculty members were able to attend a workshop Friday on how to
use tools such as wikis, biogs and Knight's E-Mail within the classroom, according to Kevin Yee, assistant director/faculty developer of
the Faculty center at UCF.
Though the workshop was not intended to focus solely on Facebook, Yee, who presented the workshop, mentions it because a lot of
professors have some type of network, and they lmow students also
use the sites. Professors are now learning how to incorporate social
networking in the classroom.
Elizabeth Smith, who teaches French at UCF, has begun to incorporate Facebook into her class. As a result, she has seen a beneficial connection between networking and class discussions. Her students
began to write on walls and update statuses in French by the end ofthe
semester.
"It's encouraging them to keep in touch with French students, creating more of a community of French students within the classroom
during the semester and also apparently outside of those academic
requirements," Smith said.
This sense of community is something large lecture classes may
not be able to accomplish.
Social networking is certainly much faster than waiting for a
response from instructors and dealing with the junk mail that
comes as well, senior political science major Ben Schafer said
Smith had her students submit an oral presentation using
Facebook's video tool. Senior foreign language student
Michael Lonis had a professor who sent out the first assignment through MySpace.
"It's so much easier to keep in contact with them,"
Lonis said.
Although some students agree that networks within
the classroom can make a class easier, others believe that
there are other ways that communication can be established.
Matthew Beilan. a senior double majoring in finance
and accounting, doesn't mind if instructors have
Facebooks but doesn't think it should be used for class purposes.
"I think Webcourses is definitely sufficient enough for anything that you need related to class," Beilan said
While Yee said he believes the development of a community within the classroom can and should be established, he advised caution.
"I think that students would not welcome a heavy presence by
a teacher on their own Facebook," Yee said.
Several students have had friend requests from professors and have accepted them.
.
However, Yee did not befriend his students until after
they had taken his class. Even after the class, Yee would
either let students lmow they could add him or not say
anything about it.
"Facebook has a tend~ncy to collapse worlds," Yee
said.
..
If an instructor wants to- use Facebook or other networks for class, Yee suggested.using them only for specific
purposes such as creating a group,
One instructor created more than one account to keep things
separate. Smith has two Facebooks, one academic and one personal
account.
"I just think it's interesting," Smith said "I think it's a great way to
get a better sense of who my students are."

Students will have a
chance to practice interviewing using Perfect Interview interactive software as
well as learn the different
types of interview formats,
techniques and questions
used by potential employers.
Students can master
their skills on Tuesday from
11 a.m. to noon in Room 185C
of Ferrell Commons.
Contact Career Services
at 407-823-2361 for more
information.

From PowerPoint to video
Professors can learn new
ways to capture their classroom PowerPoints as video,
including narration. to host
online for students.
This PowerPoint workshop will be held Tuesday
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in Room 207 of Classroom
BuildingL
Contact Kevin Yee at
407-823-3544 for more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Unsecured baby ejected
from car after collision Friday
TAMPA - A Tampa
infant who was not in a car
seat is being treated for
serious injuries after she
was ejected from a car following a collision.
Tampa Fire Rescue officials say a garbage truck
ran a red light and collided
with the car that the 4month old girl was riding
in Friday. Authorities said
the baby was not in a car
seat, but was nursing in her _
mother's lap.
The baby was takeri to
the hospital with nonlife-:
threatening injuries.
Driver
Vincente
Rodriguez
has
been
charged with driving a car
without a valid license
resulting in serious bodily
injury, possession of a
fraudulent ID and not
securing the children
properly in the vehicle.
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Ind. money manager found
guilty in Fla. plane crash
PENSACOLA An
Indiana money manger
avoided trial in Florida by
pleading guilty on Friday
to federal charges that he
intentionally crashed his
plane to fake his death and
flee financial ruin, but his
legal troubles aren't over.
Marcus Schrenker, 38,
still faces millions of dollars in judgments and
penalties related to his
failed business dealings in
Indiana and officials in
that state are waiting their
turn
to
prosecute
Schrenker following his
Aug.19 sentencing in Florida
"He still has to deal
with all of those things up
there,"
his
attorney,
Thomas Keith, said after a
brief hearing. Schrenker
pleaded guilty to crashing
his single-engine Piper
Malibu and placing false
distress calls to aviation
authorities.
Schrenker's trial in the
federal case was to start
Monday, but Keith said his
client opted to plead guilty
with the hope of receiving
a reduced sentence of
between three and five
years. Under sentencing
guidelines, he faces up to
26 years in prison,
$500,000 in fines and at
least $38,000 to reimburse
the U.S. Coast Guard, Air
Force and other agencies.
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER
Tuesday

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Variable clouds with scat-

SCATTERED STORMS Low: 73°

SCATTERED tered showers and thunderT-STORMS storms, mainly in the afternoon.

High:88°
Low:71°

Chance of rain 50%.
Tonight: Scattered thunderstorms
then partly cloudy overnight.
"

High: 89°

~
-

"'· --

Wednesday

High: 90°
ISOLATED STORMS iow: 74°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, an~ p.m. Wednesday .
for the Friday edition.
·
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Proposed cuts affect more than 1,000 students
FROM
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will impact 1,092 studentsroughly two percent of the
UCF student body.
It will also impact 45
faculty members and six
staff members.
"It is only the severity
of these cuts that forced us
into this action," Hitt said.
Officials said it will
save the university $6.1
million from the eliminated programs, and $3.7 million will be cut from the
administrative budget.
"We want to make this a
respectful and compassionate process, which is
why we had the deans personally explain the situation to affected faculty and
staff, and we are communicating with the students
who are affected as well,"
Grant
Heston,
UCF
spokesman, said.
"Students are in the
process of being notified,"
he added.
When the Future spoke
to two students in the
Management Information
Systems program, they
had yet to be notified by
their departments.
Sean Garrett, a sophomore who is pending
acceptance into the MIS
program, said he is glad
he's not close to graduation upon this news.
However, he could fall
into a group of students
who may not be able to
complete the MIS major
and will have to select a
new one.
"I mean, I guess it's a little bit of a bump in the
road, but I'm sure there are
other
business-related
majors I could pick and
choose from," Garrett said.
The university will
work with students who
are within 36 credits of
completing their majors to
ensure they enroll in the
courses required to graduate.

LIST OF PROGRAMS
THAT COULD
POSSIBLY BE CUT
COLLEGE OF HEALTH
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Cardiopulmonary sciences
Radiological sciences
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
Statistics and actuarial science

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Management information
systems

College of Engineering
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Engineering technology
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

President Hitt waits to speak at the press conference Thursday morning. Hitt addressed the university and announced a proposed cut of five degree programs.

Students who require
more credits will have the
option to change programs
or transfer to other
schools.
"We are going to do
everything possible to see
these students through to
graduation," Terry Hickey,
provost and executive vice
president, said.
Hickey said he began
discussions with deans
months ago about the possible need for cuts.
Chris Fisher, a junior
MIS major, wasn't happy
about the cuts either.
"I'm kind of angry seeing how that it's only a
selected few programs,"
Fisher said. "I don't know
why they have to pick out
MIS in particular."
Hickey said academic
advisers will be meeting
with students to build programs of study to replace
the programs that will be

cut.
"We will continue to
teach these courses over
the next two years but we
cannot guarantee beyond
that time," Hickey said.
Within the. programs
proposed to be cut, there
are 12 majors.
The faculty and staff
will be notified at least two
semesters before they lose
their positions, officials
said.
They will have their
positions through the end
of the spring 2010 semester and some may be provided continued employment through the end of
the spring 2011 semester.
The decision to eliminate the five programs was
based on a host of factors,
Hickey said.
Some of those factors
included the demand for
the program and the cost
to the university.

ERIN DREW/ (ENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The cardiopulmonary lab may not be used much longer, as budget cuts may mean the end of the cardiopulmonary program.
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Volunteers clear out portions of invasive vine
FROM

Al

because they live in a nice
subdivision and don't have
a lot of contact with the
native Florida wetlands.
"But in a lot of these
neighborhoods, you've got
people planting these invasive species, and they do
spread. The truth is that
millions of your taxpayer
dollars are going toward
combating these invasive
plants."
On Saturday, the Central
Florida Invasive Species
Working Group, called on
volunteers to do just that.
The Central Florida
Invasive Species Working
Group is a partnership
between Orange County
and Seminole County, and
a member of a larger,
statewide conglomeration
of municipal, state and federal agencies called the
Cooperative
Invasive
Species Management Area.
CISMA includes the University of Florida, the
Nature Conservancy, the
St. Johns River Water Management District and
Valencia Community College.
"I'm thrilled to be out
here giving back to the
community,"
Elizabeth
Solis, UCF modern language professor and volunteer, said. "I've done some
work with the organic garden and things like that, but
this is my first time ever
making it out to this area. I
wasn't aware that this was
such a problem, but I'm
glad we are dealing with it
like we should."
Volunteers fanned out
.into the cypress dome, the
clinking of metal blades
audible from across the
street, emerging now and
then with arms and SO-gallon trash bags full of bundles of the skunk vine.
They were followed up
quickly by arboretum
employees with bottles of a
nonspecific white herbicide used to target broadleaved vines, to prevent the
vines from returning.
As the pile of foliage
accumulated outside the
dome, it was hauled off in a
white pickup truck to the
back of the arboretum's
protected reserve, where it
was dumped in a five-acre
plot of land specifically for
the university's organic
waste.
It took two truckloads,
piled high and stomped
down by volunteers in the
bed of the truck; to handle
the debris. And still, by the
end of the day, the volunteers had not tackled onequarter of the total infestation.
Invasive plant species
are opportunistic, using

OTHER INVASIVE
PLANTS IN FLORIDA
AIR POTATO
Anative to tropical Asia,air potato,
Dioscorea
bulbifera, was first
introduced to the
Americas from
Africa. In 1905 it
was introduced to Florida. Due to
its ability to displace native species
and disrupt natural processes such
as fire and water flow, air potato
has been listed as one ofFlorida's
most invasive plant species since
1993,and was placed on the
Florida Noxious Weed List by the
Florida Department of Agriculture
and Consumer Services in 1999.
FlAMEVINE

Flame vine grows rapidly covering
trees, fences, and
other structures
and should be
avoided as an
ornamental or
landscape plant. In Florida, this
species spreads vegetatively and is
not known to produce seeds. The
potential range of this plant in the
United States includes warmer
regions such as peninsula Florida,
southern Louisiana, southeastern
Texas,southwestem Arizona,and
coastal California.
PAPYRUS

Papyrus is a nursery plant that has
escaped in Florida.
It sometimes may
be found in open,
wet disturbed sites
ofthe central and
southern peninsula (Wundertin,
2003). It is native to Asia. Papyrus
has also escaped into Louisiana,
California and Hawaii .

PHOTOS BY ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Elizabeth Solis, top, a modem language professor at UCF, volunteers to help rid a cypress dome ofinvasive plants Saturday morning. Orlando Genao, bottom, land
manager of the Arboretum, hands a tool to Philip Pudwell, a volunteer at the gathering Saturday morning to rid a cypress dome of invasive plants.

disturbances in the natural
environment, such as construction or deforestation,
as a chance to enter the
weakened ecosystem and
take root.
"In this case, the construction
of Gemini
[Boulevard] was the disturbance that originally gave
invasive species their
opportunity," Jennifer Pudwell, UCF Arboretum
assistant land manager,

said. "Eventually, seeds and
spores spread to the area
and just took over. We are
now trying to just keep
them under control"
Since that time, the
cypress dome has been
overrun with the vine, a
problem that has needed
constant attention. It is
similar to kudzu, a vine in
the Appalachian Mountains, which can sweep literally every square inch of

the side of a mountain,
from the forest floor to the
tops of trees.
To avoid an infestation
of that magnitude, the UCF
Environmental Initiative in
the coming months plans
to host additional dig outs.
They report more than
10 invasive species on campus, ranging from small,
isolated incidents to fullblown, widespread infestations such as the skunk

vine, and they anticipate
having their hands full well
into the future.
"Once we are finished
with [the skunk vine],"
Orlando Genao, Environmental Initiative Line Manager, said, "we are going to
move on to an invasive
species of grass, where we
will have to collect the seed
heads and pull out the
grass. And the list just goes
on from there."

•

WATER HYACINTH
The water hyacinth is afloating
plant.This invasive
nuisance is planta
non grata in much
of the world where
it often jams rivers
and lakes with uncounted
thousands of tons offloating plant
matter. Ahealthy acre of water
hyacinths can weigh up to 200
tons! In the U.S., water hyacinth is
present throughout the southeast
In Florida, where for 100 years this
weed had the upper-hand in ·
water management, the water
hyacinth in most places is under
"maintenance control":field crews
constantly working to keep the
plant numbers at their lowest
possible levels, in exchange for the
rivers and lakes remaining usable.
SACRED LOTUS

Sacred lotus is rare~ found
growing in ponds and lakes in
Madison, Marion, Hillsborough and
Miami-Dade counties. It is native
to the Old World but escaped from
cultivation. It blooms in the
summer.
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Theft effects policy change
FROM
ASHLEY INGUANTA /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Al

ing students' personal
information on portable
devices, such as laptops
and flash drives, Binette
said.
"The school also is
requesting a refresher
training course for staff on
the guidelines for protecting student information
related to the Family Edu-

cational Rights and Privacy Act," Binette said.
This is not the first time
students' information has
been stolen from campus.
An April 2008 burglary
of offices in Colbourn Hall
resulted in the theft of several laptops and flash
drives, one of which contained the social security
numbers of about 50 history graduate students, the

Future reported.

Although the drive
stolen from the Nicholson
school did not contain
sensitive personal information, such as birthdates,
financial information or
Social Security numbers,
students are being asked
to use strong passwords
with all accounts containing sensitive information,
Binette said.
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Couples wed young, face new challenges
KATIE ADAMS
Contributing Writer

iJ

About 7 percent of college students have
already tied the lmot, according to the 2003
U.S. Census Bureau. That would mean
about 3,500 of UCF's 50,275 students are
married
. For better or worse, in college or not,
several ofUCF's married, engaged or soonto-be-engaged students shared their ups
and downs about the road marriage can
take.
If things ever get tough. Harry Weger, a
professor in the Nicholson School of Communication, teaches several classes including topics such as family communication
and interpersonal communication. Weger
advises couples not to be afraid of counseling.
"If you're having problems, there is
absolutely no shame in going to someone to
help you figure out how you can talk to each
other," Weger said
Weger highly recommends UCF's Counseling Center, which offers students free
premarital and marriage counseling and a
variety of other services. Weger is also
developing a marital communication class.

COURTESY LISA MARSHALL PHOTOGRAPHY

Katie and Nathan Ward cut their wedding cake, beginning
a new married life at their wedding in November 2008.
COURTESY CUFF HODGES

Gina and TJ Harris walk down the aisle during their
wedding at the First Baptist Church of Mims June 28, 2009.

ANONYMOUS SOURCE
One student, 20, has a proposal in the
works for his girlfriend of more than two
years.
She is studying abroad and doesn't lmow
about his plan.
They met freshman year in swing dancing club and got together the following
semester.
"She actually rejected me the first time I
asked her out, but I kept pursuing her," he
said
.
The student lmew he wanted to propose
after about a year ofcia.ting.
"I'm going to make it a whole day, very
extravagant," he said ''.At the same time it
will be just us, intimate as well."
He said he is willing to get engaged during school because of the day when his girlfriend would like to get married
"She wants to get married on 11-11-11, so
she set that deadline for me," he said. "She
said she needs a year to plan. She likes the
superstition that if you make a wish at ll:11,
it will come true."
While he said it will be hard being
engaged and in school, he thinks it is worth
it because it would make her happy.
"I lmow I want to marry her, and she
!mows that," he said.
After their wedding, the couple plans to
move to Texas for graduate school

GINA AND TJ HARRIS
Gina, a nursing major graduating in 2011,
and 'IJ, a member of the National Guard,
have been together four years. Both are 21,
and have been married one year - the
majority of which 'IJ has spent serving in
Afghanistan.
Gina said that being a married student
is challenging. She is retaking a class she
didn't do well in while planning her wedding.
"It was really tough at the beginning,"
Gina said "It does get in the way of school,
but once you get through that part, then it's
OK. Now you're living life."
She said it would be easier ifher husband
could be here now.
"I think it helps ifyou have the other person with you. I say all the time it feels like
I'm doing it by myself;' Gina said.
She said it is hard on 'IJ and that he
wishes he could be here to help, but she said
that the experience has made them closer to
family and each other.
Gina gives this advice to students planning to marry soon: "Keep close to your parents.'' She said her mom has been a very big
help.
'IJ returns from Afghanistan in one
month. The couple then plans to take the
honeymoon they never had.

KATIE AND NATHAN WARD
The Wards have been together for four
years, and became parents 2 1/2 years ago.
Nathan, 31, works full time and Katie, 24,
graduates in 2011.
They were married in November 2008,
while Katie was in school
She said she had her heart set on a fall
wedding so the timing seemed right.
"I couldn't imagine it any other way,''
Katie said.
Their relationship changed gradually,
beginning with their daughter, Julia.
"Everything changed the moment our
daughter was born,'' Katie said "It's kind of
magical.
''.At first it feels strange. You get used to
the new routine and the fact that it's not just
a twosome anymore.''
Nathan said that the new routine a child
brings is the hard part and that being married is easy.
When it comes to schoolwork, Nathan
said he is always helping Katie with
something and calls himself a "proofreader."
"She's a smart girl," Nathan said.
"[School] is the least of our worries.''
Nathan offers this advice to other young
couples: "Support each other and differentiate your relationships."
Katie said that the best advice she
received was to keep a routine and stick to
it.
When Katie graduates, she will start
teaching, and Nathan will go back to school

•

COURTESY EQUINOX PHOTOGRAPHY

Cailin Jones and her fiance, Alex Smith, pose for a portrait
at Marywood Retreat Center in Jacksonville, Fla., in April.

CAILIN JONES AND ALEX SMITH
Cailin, a radio-television major and Alex,
a film major at FSU, will graduate in
December and marry in January. Both 21,
they've been long-distance for the majority
of their three-year relationship.
Cailin felt the effects immediately after
the engagement.
"Before last semester ended, he proposed, and there was still a month and a half
left of school," Cailin said "So I didn't even
want to think about school after that.
"I was like, 'Let's go looking for dresses,
let's go do this, let's go do that. That sounds
a lot more interesting than schoolwork right
now.' So it definitely affected my performance last semester."
Now, priorities have changed.
"I have a million things going on right
now, and I haven't done very much planning
at all," she said 'Tm finishing up my degree
online ... so time for planning is scarce."
Cailin moved home to Jacksonville to be
near family. She is also bartending five
nights a week.
Overall, Cailin said this process strengthened their relationship.
"There was an end in sight to this longdistance, but now our end in sight comes
with a white dress and wedding bells," she
said
They plan to pursue their careers in Los
Angeles.
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Updated system receives colorful makeover
FROM

Al

Vou .aNt hare

deinic services in the Office
of Undergraduate Studies,
assures that the new system
is only an enhancement of
the old system and will not
change any information or
include any new components, aside from how it
looks.
''The audit will be exactly the same, so even if students don't like the colors,
charts and graphed information that can be clicked
on. they won't have to use
it," Azure said ''When they
log on to myUCF, there will
just be two options for the
same audit."
Azure also said that the
new audit system will help
students because every student learns differently. She
said some students are visual learners, and for those
students who can actually
see what they need to
accomplish to graduate, the
new system will be very
beneficial.
For sophomore marketing major Shakira Clifton. a
self-proclaimed
visual
learner, the new system will
be easier to comprehend
''The other one was confusing," Clifton said. "The
colors, graphs and charts
make you more aware of
what classes you need to
take and help you see what
you've taken already."
Toe current system was
implemented into Florida
universities in the late '80s
and early '90s, Azure said.
She said UCF and other
Florida universities felt it
was time for an upgrade.
"UCF has pushed the
current audit system past
the extent to its capacity,"
Azure said
RedLantern. the creator
of the current system based
out of the University of
Ohio, has also created the
new system.
UCF joins the ranks of
other universities across the
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Unlike the old degree audit, which used plusses and minuses written in black text on a white screen to convey information, the new audit, available this fall, is color-coded and geared toward the visual brain.

U.S. utilizing the program,
including universities in
California, Nevada, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and
Ohio.
Other Florida universities using the program are
FAU and FIU. FSU and UF
are considering adopting
the new program.
''UCF falls into the state
university system, so a
group deal was given to
implementing the new pro-

gram," Azure said. ''We
could have opted out of it."
Robert E. Snow, director
of the Sophomore and Second Year Center, said that
he and others in the office
attended the degree audit
training session in February
and are looking forward to
see how it develops.
''We are at a starting
point with it," Snow said.
"We are in the process of
getting familiar and com-

fortable with it, but with
what I've seen there are a lot
of positives and good information with the new system. like its usability."
For David Miller, a senior management entrepreneurship major, the current
system is basic, yet overly
complicated. He said the
new system looked a ' lot
more clear and legible with
actual statistics, rather than
just plusses and minuses.

Azure said that more
workshops for faculty and
staff will continue to be
held. A focus group with
undergraduate
students
will take place in August to
test out the new system.
Azure said that the
Office of Graduate Studies
has the option to adopt the
new system but hasn't yet
decided
Although
the
new
degree audit system is still a

work in progress, Azure
said that she has been getting good feedback from the
faculty and staff
She said she wants people to start looking at it now
and get a feel for it.
"I really think students
are going to like it," Azure
said.
Students can view samples of the new audit system at www.academicservices.ucf.edu/audit.asp.
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How Do IText
UCFNEWS to 44636?
Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
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Grab your cell phone.
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2.·

Select messages on your
main menu

Reply A to set alert.

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFNEWS"

this message to
4. Send
(41NFO).
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North Korea silent about journalists' trial
she has spoken with foreign officials with influence in North Korea and
SEOUL, South Korea explored the possibility of
North Korea announced sending an envoy to the
that two U.S. journalists North, but suggested that
were about to go on trial no one would be sent durthen came the mysterious ing the trial.
silence.
The
journalists
There were still no working for former Vice
updates Saturday of the President Al Gore's Calicriminal proceedings that fornia-based Current TV
were supposed to begin - were arrested March 17
two days ago for TV as they were reporting
. reporters Laura Ling and about the trafficking of
Euna Lee.
women.
Instead, the secretive
It's unclear if they
nation(s news agency filed strayed into the North or
stories about Sweden's were grabbed by aggresking, American "warmon- siv-e border guards who
gers" and Syrian Embassy crossed into China.
workers helping North
Although the AmeriKorean farmers weed bean cans were accused of illefields.
gally enterip.g North Korea
The news blackout and unspecified "hostile
could mean the journalists acts," Pyongyong has yet to
- arrested three months publicly announce the
ago on the China-North exact charges against
Korean border were them.
being used as bargaining
South Korean legal
chips.
'
experts have said a convicThe North might be tion for "hostility'' or espidragging out their trial as onage could mean five to
the communist leadership 10 years in a labor camp.
waits to see what kind of
U.S. officials and others
sanctions Washington and working for the reporters'
the U.N. will use to punish release have said they've
the nation for its latest received no information
nuclear blast and barrage about the defendants and
of missile tests last week.
even lacked independent
Koh Yu-hwan, a North confirmation
about
Korean expert at Dongguk whether the trial has startBULLIT MARQUEZ / ASSOCIATED PRESS
University in Seoul, said ed.
Protesters pause for a silent prayer for two American journalists detained in North Korea during a rally Thursday at a park in Seoul, South Korea, to coincide with their trial.
Pyongyang will likely free
The North has said the
the reporters and treat proceedings wouldn't be Kyungnam University in across the Yalu River In
another
case, charges or specific allegatheir release as a goodwill open to foreign observers, South Korea.
which marks the North's Venezuelan poet Ali Lame- tions were presented durgesture that should be including Swedish officials
Choi said the .reporters border with China - and da described to the human ing the one-day proceedreciprocated with a special who act as Washington's would likely be sentenced was arrested after farmers rights group Amnesty ing, he said.
in
Pyongyang to more than five years but found the man, then 26, International in a written
U.S. envoy visiting the iso- proxy
Instead, court officials
lated state.
because the two countries less than 10 year~ in a labor naked.
report his experience in a repeatedly demanded that
"It shows how the do not have diplomatic prison.
He was accused of spy- North Korean court that Lameda confess his guilt. A
North makes political ties.
Then the negotiations ing and detained for three sentenced him to 20 years defense
lawyer
was
If found guilty, the with the U.S. would begin, months before being freed in a labor camp in 1967.
judgments, which have
assigned to him, but the
nothing to do with laws," women won't be allowed he said.
after negotiations with a
Lameda, a member of attorney gave a long
to appeal because the case
Koh said.
That's how previous tri- special U.S. envoy.
the Venezuelan Commu- speech praising the l ate
being
heard
in als for Americans played
Secretary
of State is
The North Koreans nist Party, said he was North Korean leader Kim
Hillary Rodham Clinton Pyongyang's high court, out. The most recent one wanted Hunziker to pay a
working as a translator in .I I Sung before suggesting
· said Friday she was where decisions are final, involved Evan C. Hunziker, $100,000 criminal fine but Pyongyang when he was his client be sentenced to
"incredibly
concerned" said Choi Eun-suk, a pro- a man with alcohol, drug eventually agreed on a
accused of spying, sabo- 20 years.
about the plight of the two . fessor on North Korean and legal problems.
$5,000 payment to settle a
tage and infiltration Lameda was released
Apparently acting on a
women. In working for legal affairs at the Institute
bill for a hotel where he allegations he denied.
after six years and left the
their release, Clinton said for Far Eastern Studies at drunken dare, he swam was detained.
No evidence, formal country, he said.

WILLIAM FOREMAN
Associated Press

The DeadlJ Threat of a Nuclear-Armed Iran
What can the world, whn can the USA, what can Israel do about jfl
Iran's president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, has declared publicly - not once, but repeatedly - that Israel must be ''wiped off the
map."That effort, the destruction of Israel, seems to be the main goal of Iranian policy. When Iranian missiles are paraded through
the streets of Tehran, the destination "to Jerusalem" is clearly stenciled on them.
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Air Force) accomplished that in a daring and unprecedented
· Adeath wish for Israel. Ahmadinejad and the ayatollah who raid. Iraq's nuclear capability was eliminated in one stroke,
is the "supreme leader" have publicly mused that one or two never to rise up again. Israel had done the world an enonnous
nuclear bombs would obliterate Israel, but that, though it service. Had it not been for Israel's decisive action, the Iraqi
would cause devastating damage and millions of casualties, conquest of Kuwait and, without question, alsoof Saudi Arabia
Iran would survive Israel's retaliatory attack. Iran is a huge and its enormous oil fields, and, for that matter, of Iran, could
country, with about 60 million inhabitants, so they are not have been prevented. Saddam Hussein would have been
probably correct. And who can doubt that those religious the ruler of the world.
fanatics would not hesitate to allow the destruction of much of
The solution to the deadly threat that Iran poses to the world
their country and to sacrifice a third or even one-half of their is obvious. Of course, diplomacy and persuasion, threats and
population in order to eliminate the
promises, sticks and carrots - every
hated Jewish state? When our
"An attack 00 the Iranian nuclear
possible means short of military
country was entangled with the
action - should be used until it
Soviet Union in the bitter 40-year
installations would fall under the
becomes clear even to the most
long ''cold war," with both sides heading of "anticipatory self-defense," obdurate that nothing can deviate
having sufficient nuclear weapons to
recognized and sanctioned by
Iran from its chosen path of
destroy the opponent's country and
becoming a nuclear power and to
its people, things were kept in place international law and by common sense." dominate the Middle East.
by MAD - Mutually Assured - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - There is reason to believe that the
Destruction. However "evil" the leaders of the Soviet Union people of Iran, especially the young people, oppose the
(the "Evil Empire") may have been, there was one great oppressive and theocratic regime of their country and are
consolation and assurance: They were not crazy. But the hostile to the mullahs who control everything. But the
Iranians and other Muslims are crazies, as we understand the government has the tools of power firmly in its hands. It
concept. Because they take instructions directly from Allah, controls the instruments of coercion - it can kill people and it
who tells themto kill the Jews and other infidels, whatever the controls the oil money. While it would be most desirable and
cost.
in the interest of the world to be.able to foment an overthrow
Israel has no problemwith Iran. They share no borders and of the Iranian regime, that is an unrealistic and unattainable
have no territorial dispute. In fact, they face common Arab prospect.
enemies and should be natural allies, as they indeed were
Regrettably, there is only one solution to the terrible
under the Shah. Iran's death wish for Israel is based entirely on dilemma confronting the world, the unacceptable danger of a
religious fanaticism. In contrast even to the intractable North nuclear-armed Iran. The terror, the destruction and the 60
Koreans, the determination of the Iranians is immutable. It million dead of World War II could have been prevented at
cannot be changed by persuasion, by diplomacy, by sanctions several times during the Nazi regime. But the Allied powers,
or by threats.
under the leadership of Britain's prime minister Neville
Once Iran is in possession of nuclear weapons, it will not Chamberlain, opted for appeasement and for "peace in our
only be a deadly danger to Israel, but to all of the Middle East time." We cannot afford to make that same mistake again. The
and to virtually all of Europe. The flow of oil from the Middle world must give Iran an ultimatum: Desist immediately from
East, the lifeblood of the industrialized world, would be totally the development of nuclear weapons; if you do not, we shall
under its control and so would be the economies of all nations destroy the facilities that produce them. There still is a window
of the world, very much including the United States.
of opportunity to do that. That window may close very soon.
What is to be done? In 1981, then prime minister of Israel But who would do the job? The United States would be the
Menachem Begin, being aware of Iraq's nuclear ambitions and obvious choice. But if the United States were in accord, Israel
looming realization of those ambitions, decided that its could do it, just as it did the job in 1981 in destroying Iraq's
nuclear reactor at Osiraq had to be destroyed. The IAF (Israeli nuclear potential once and for all.
An attack on the Iranian nuclear installations would fall under the heading of "anticipatory self-defense,~ recognized and

sanctioned by international law and by common sense. Nobody really knows for sure how far Iran is from reaching its goal six months. six years? The experts disagree. But if Iran is not stopped now, it may well be too late not very long from now.
This message has been published and paid for by

FLAME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President

FLAME is a tax~xemp~ non-profit educational 501 (c)(3) 01ganization. Its
purpose is the research and publication of the facts regarding
developments in the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
might harm the interests of the United States and its allies in that area of
the world. Your tax-deductible contributions are welcome. They enable us
to pursue these goals and to publish these messages in national
newspapers and magazines. We have virtually no overhead. Almost all of
our revenue pays for our educational work, for these clarifying messages,
and for related direct mail.
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To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org .
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FEDERER WINS FRENCH OPEN,
COMPLETES CAREER SLAM
PARIS - Roger Federer beat Robin
Soderling, tied Pete Sampras and won
the French Open at last.
Undeterred by an on-court intruder,
Federer defeated surprise finalist
Soderling 6-1, 7-6 (1), 6-4on Sunday to
complete a career Grand Slam and win
his 14th major title, matching Sampras'
record.
"It's maybe my greatest victory, or
certainly the one that removes the
most pressure off my shoulders;'
Federer said. "I think that now and until
the end of my career, I can really play
with my mind at peace, and no longer
hear that I've never won Roland
Garros:'
On his fourth try in Paris, Federer
became the sixth man to win all four
Grand Slam championships.
"Now the question is: Am I the
greatest of all time?" Federer said. "We
don't know, but I definitely have many
things going for me because I've finally
won all four Grand Slams, and I'm
particularly happy reaching Pete's 14:'
Midway through the match, a
spectator ran onto the court and tried
to put a hat on Federer. That only briefly
delayed Federer's march to the title.
When the stylish Swiss hit a service
winner on championship point, he fell
on his knees to the clay that had vexed
him for so long, screamed and briefly
buried his face in his hands. He was
teary by the time he met Soderling at
the net, and fans gave Federer a
standing pvation as he raised his arms
in triumph.
The supportive crowd included Andre
Agassi, the most recent man to
complete a career Grand Slam when he
won at Roland Garros 10 years ago.
Agassi presented Federer with the
trophy.
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Senior Kiko Vazquez may be one of the Knights selected in the MLB First-Year Player Draft.

•

Draft could bring _returns
for some talented Knights

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
FIRST ROUNDERS
UCF has had three players selected in the first round:
- Outfielder Chad Mottola in 1992 (CINCINNATI)
- Pitcher Joe Wagner in 1993 (MILWAUKEE)
- Pitcher Justin Pope in 2001 (ST.LOUIS)
- PitcherMatt Fox in 2004 (MINNESOTA)

PADRICK BREWER
Stephen Strasburg may be the No. 1 overall pick in the MLB's
First.Year Player Draft on Tuesday, unless his agent, Scott Boras,
raises Strasburg's price too high for the Washington Nationals'
blood.
And while the first round will be littered with superb college
talent and prep standouts, UCF players hoping t o hear their
names called will have to wait a little b it longer; that's if recent
· history is any indicator.
The Knights have had four players selected in the first round
of the draft, most recently when the Minnesota Twins used a
supplemental first-round pick to take pitcher Matt Fox in
2004. In the next four years, three Knights were selected
before the 10th round, highlighted by the third-round selection of pitcher Mike Bliek by the Chicago Cubs in 2005.
UCF, which came on late in the season to finish 22-35,
could have a couple players selected Tuesday.
"I think there are several seniors on our team who are
hoping that they'll have the opportunity to sign a professional contract," UCF Baseball head coach Terry
Rooney said in phone interview Saturday. "I think there

UCF IN THE DRAFT LAST YEAR
Juniors Mitch Herold (16th round) and Rob Lara
(19th round), reds hirt sophomore Mitch Houck
(17th round) and senior Dwayne Bailey (21st
round) were the UCF players picked last year.
The Knights also had seven signees selected,
two of whom, DJ. Hicks and BJ.Zimmennan,
elected to go to UCF.

FORMER PICKS ON THE ROSTER

SUMMER BIRD RALLIES
TO WIN BELMONT STAKES

•
•

NEW YORK - This was a Belmont
for the Birds.
It was Summer Bird, not Mine That
Bird and jockey Calvin Borel, who came
roaring down the long stretch and won
the final jewel of the Triple Crown on
Saturday.
For a brief moment on the turn for
home, Borel looked like a winner. His
tough little gelding took the lead, and
even Borel believed his victory
guarantee was assured.
"I thought I was homefree;'he said,
"but the other horses galloped by:'
They sure did.
With the crowd of 52,861 cheering
on the leaders in the stretch, Mine That
Bird passed Dunkirk. But it was
Summer Bird who pulled away from
them both for a 2 3/4-length victory,
with Dunkirk second and Mine That
Bird a neck back in third in the field of
10 3-year-olds.
The upset ended Borel's bid to
become the first jockey to win a
personal Triple Crown, and he failed to
deliver on a guarantee of victory in the
Belmont Stakes. Borel won the
Kentucky Derby aboard Mine That Bird,
then took the Preakness with the filly
Rachel Alexandra.
Summer Bird, sent off at 11-1 odds,
gave jockey Kent Desormeaux a
Belmont victory he desperately
wanted.
"I hope from now on we'll talk about
winning one;' Desormeaux said.
Last year, he won the Derby and
Preakness aboard Big Brown, only to
have to pull up the colt in the Belmont.
And in 1998, he brought Real Quiet into
the Belmont for aTriple try only to get
beat by Victory Gallop by a nose in a
heartbreaking defeat.
Charitable Man was fourth Saturday,
followed by Luv Gov, Flying Private,
Brave Victory, Mr. Hot Stuff, Chocolate
Candy and Miner's Escape.
-

ASSOgf.TED PRESS

On its 2009 roster, UCF had eight players who
were selected in the draft coming out of high
school: seniors Kiko Vazquez, Kyle Sweat, Colin
Arnold and Chadd Hartman, junior Chris
Duffy,sophomore Stephen Branca and
freshmen DJ. Hicks and BJ.
Zimmennan.

•

Sports Editor

Junior Chris
Duffy could be
drafted.
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Some students revel
in Orlando's finals run
BRANDON RIBAK
Contributing Writer

The Orlando Magic are surprising
fans during their run through the
playoffs~ and now students at UCF ·
have gotten a rare treat: A chance to
watch their home team host a game in
the NBA Finals.
The opportunity has not come
around often; When the Magic host
Game 3 on Tuesday, it marks .the 14year anniversary of the last time a
finals contest was held in Orlando.
The Magic played host to the Houston Rockets in Game 2 of the 1995
Finals, losing 117-106 in what would be
a four-game ~eep for the Rockets
Although Orlando was not predicted to get past the second round of
the playoffs, the Magic emerged as
serious contenders after defeating
the defending champion Boston
Celtics in a grueling seven-game

•
.,

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
ARARITY
The series against Los Angeles is just the second
time the Orlando Magic have made the NBA Finals
in their 20-year history.

•

LONELY ATTHETOP

•

Wrt:h their loss in Game 1,the Magic became the
first team in NBA history to lose its first five games
in the NBA Finals.

series. They then ousting LeBron
James and the Cleveland Cavaliers in
six.
The Magic have caught attention
of many students in the UCF community, some of whom have fully supported the team throughout the playoffs.
PLEASESEE

PRICES ON A9

•
•
LARRYW. SMITH / ASSOCIATEDPRESS

Orlando forward Hedo Turkoglu drives against Los Angeles' Andrew Bynum
in Game 1 of the NBA Finals on Thursday. Orlando hosts Game 3 on Tuesday.
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PHOTOS BY MARK J. TERRILL/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Magic forward Hedo Turkoglu runs a play with Dwight Howard during a team practice on Saturday in El Segundo, Calif.

Prices not dissuading fans
FROM

•

•

•
•

•

•

,

Rooney says some UCF
juniors could be picked
FROM

•
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"I have been watching
the Magic since I was a
little kid,'' said Matt
Guidice, a sophomore
psychology major. "It is
great to finally see my
favorite team get past the
second round of the
playoffs. Since I am now
a student at UCF, it is oh
so much sweeter to get to
go to the games and
watch my team advance
to the NBA Finals.
"Even though the tickets are now at a high
price, they are still worth
going to. Go Magic!"
"I love the Magic,"
Shawna Rodriguez said.
"There is nothing better
than to be able to see a
professional basketball
team play, especially
when the arena is literally 10 minutes away from
my apartment.
"I have gone to
numerous games this
season and have already
been to a few playoff
games as well. I really do
not mind the price of
playoff tickets, because,
in the end, it is the memories that count."
Purchasing
tickets
have gone to an all-ti.tne
high for Magic fans.
One lower-level ticket
to watch Orlando face
the Los Angeles Lakers
during a home game of
the NBA Finals could
cost up to $500, compared with $80-$90 for
similar seats during the
regular season.
They could now be
bought from numerous
Web
sites
just
as
StubHub.com, TicketMaster.com and even OrlandoMagic.com, but beware,
the prices will be sure to
raise some eyebrows.
While the Magic's
ticket prices have skyrocketed since the first
round of the playoffs,
freshman Melissa O'Neil
was not dissuaded.
"I have two different
jobs,'' O'Neil said. "So,
luckily, I have the money
to actually go to my firstever NBA Finals game. I

Orlando center Dwight Howard dunks during a team practice on Saturday.
Howard playt:!d nearly 35 minutes in the Magic's 100-75 loss to Los Angeles in
Game 1 on Thursday. He finished with 12 points and 15 rebounds.

'I love the Magic. There is nothing

better than to be able tosee a
professional basketball team play,
especially when the arena is
literally 10 minutes away from my
apartment.'
-

SHAWNA RODRIGUEZ

MAGIC FAN

went to Game 4 of the
Eastern
Conference
Finals, and my ticket cost
$200, plus $10 dollars for
parking.
"My suggestion is to
get to the game as early
as you can so that you do
not have to worry about
finding a parking spot."
There are still plenty
of chances to see the
Magic if fans cannot
afford a ticket to the
game.
Fans are encouraged

to go to Amway Arena
for the Magic Watch
party, a way to show fan
support in huge numbers.
"Even if you do not
have a ticket for the
game,"
sophomore
Andrew Bassel said, "you
should still come out to
the Amway Arena and
watch the game with all
the Magic fans on the big
screen, which is located
by the back side of the
arena."

A8

are a couple of kids worthy
of that, but that's up to the
professional team to make
the decision."
UCF had one senior
selected last year, infielder
Dwayne
Bailey.
The
Knights have a couple of
seniors who could be
picked this ti.tne around,
including first baseman
Kiko Vazquez, outfielder
Colin Arnold and catcher/outfielder
Brandon
Romans.
Romans led the Knights
with 14 home runs last season, and Vazquez was right
behind him with 13. Both
players had an OPS of
more than 1.000.
Within the rules of the
draft, third baseman-cumoutfielder Chris Duffy and
third baseman-cum-second
baseman
Shane
Brown, both juniors, could
be selected
According MLB.com,
students who have completed their junior year or
are at least 21 years old can
be selected, and high
school students "in the
United States or Canada
who have exhausted their
eligibility to participate in
high school athletics are
eligible for selection." All
junior college students are
eligible.
"I think there's a possibility of one or two of those
guys getting picked,''
Rooney said of the juniors.
"You know, there's a lot
that goes into that. There's
a lot of different things that
go into the draft.
"One is signability.
There's a bunch of different factors. I think we have
some kids on our team
who have the ability to play
professional baseball, we
have a few of them.
Whether or not someone
wants to sign them as a junior is up to them."
Brown, a former walkon, was UCF's best hitter
during the season, leading
the team with a .341 average, 73 hits and a .431 onbase percentage.
Duffy has heard his
name called before, when
the Chicago White Sox
picked the Orlando Sentinel All-Central Florida
First Teamer in the ninth
round of the 2006 draft
with the 285th pick.
Duffy elected to join the
Knights, a choice many of
the UCF recruits that have
been drafted do not make.
Including the 2005
draft, the Knights have had

GABRIELLE SCHURLUFF / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Second baseman Shane Brown,seen here on May 2 against Marshall, was the
Knights' best hitter during the season, leading the team with a .341 average.

SHAUN BEVAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Catcher-turned-outfielder Brandon Romans, seen here against Marshall on May 3,
led the Knights with 14 home runs. He entered the year with 3 career home runs.

·
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Forupdatesfrom ,
the MLB Draft:
www.UCFNews.com
.

19 signees selected, nine of
whom chose to go to UCF.
Of those nine, eight
were on the 2009 roster,
including Vazquez, who
was selected in 30th round
ofthe 2005 draft, and pitcher Kyle Sweat, who was
picked by the Pittsburgh
Pirates in the 42nd round
of the same draft.
But one place the draft
hammers home its i.tnportance is with recruits and
signees.
Two UCF signees drafted last season, two-way
player D.J. Hicks .and outfielder B.J. Zimmerman,
joined Rooney's squad, and
now Rooney will wait to
see what the draft brings
for his first recruiting class.
"Listen, every single
player that I've ever
recruited, that signs with
UCF, I want their aspirations to be to play professional baseball and reach
the
Major
Leagues,''
Rooney said. "I want that
·t o be one of their personal
goals. I tell them that in the
recruiting process.
"With that being said,
we are only going to sign
players whose first and
foremost priority is to

Because Writers
Need Readers

I

407.823.2197 WWW.UW(.U(f'.EDU

Wednesday, 6/17
lpm-Spm

Wednesday, 6/17
6pm· 10pm

Thursday,

6/18

1pm- 5pm

Thursday,

receive an education and
have the college experience. Every single player
I've always signed, that's
what their No. 1 priority is,
and will continue to be."
But Rooney stressed
that to build the program,
he will need to sign high
school players with the talent to get drafted
"You have to sign players that are good enough to
play professional baseball
out of high school. You certainly need to sign a high
percentage of those guys.
So when you sign those
caliber of players, there's
certainly going to be a risk,
it's a risk-reward in signing
them."
·
Rooney said he advises
players about the draft but
leaves the ulti.tnate decision up to them.
"Every situation is different, whether it's a
recruit, whether it's a junior and whether it's a senior, all three are kind of different scenarios," Rooney
said. "You try to educate
the kids on the process a
little bit, and really that's
my biggest thing is trying
to educate the kids on what
they can expect, and then,
obviously, they have to
make their own decisions
along with their family
with what they think is the
best situation possible."

The U11i"ersif1 Wrifi119 ce11fer

It· s well researched,
but I think your paper
just lacks heart.

Free
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6pm-10pm
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New audit system
·intera · --- simple
T

he new Degree Audit
Report System, DARS,
developed by the
Office of Undergraduate Academic Services will make it
easier for students to keep
track of their major and
minor requirements.
It is a substantial improvement from the traditional
Student Academic Support
System interface, which only
shows an "OK'' or "NO" next
to basic university requirements and lumps every
course students have taken
into a list found at the bottom
of the audit.
With this traditional
HTML format, students are
forced to dissect which courses count for which requirements, which courses were
taken at another institution
and how the grades earned

make up their cumulative
GPA and their UCF GPA
The new interactive audit
system, which will be available this fall, displays all of
this information on colorful
graphs that show how many
credit hours have been completed and how many are
planned, in progress or unfulfilled for each student's major.
Students may also view
university requirements and
prerequisites as well as core
classes and electives.
Students can see their
GPA for each of these categories and click on the bar for
each category to view the
courses that fall into this
grouping.
As a result, they will have a
much better idea of how
many classes they still need to
take and will be able to plan

each semester accordingly.
Less confusion means
fewer students will get
halfway through their senior
year and realize they will not
be able to graduate in the
spring or summer like they
planned.
The new audit will also be
a big help to students with
undeclared majors as it will
allow them to plug any major
or minor into their audit to
see how many hours it will
require and how long it will
take them to graduate with
the degree.
This move has even
helped UCF earn some bragging rights as it is one of the
first public universities in
Florida to adopt this new system, while FSU and UF are
still using the traditional
SASS system

Health plan hands
bill to employees
A

bill drafted Friday by
Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy's health
committee will require all
employers to offer health
care to their employees or
pay a penalty, but college
students especially should
be very skeptical of what
this would entail.
While health care shouldn't be more accessible to
some than others in the
working world, it's obvious
that employers who are
forced to provide it will simply slash wages and cut even
more jobs than they already
'
'·'.
have.
Passing ti$ bill may
extend health coverage to
some, but it will ultimately
prolong the recession for all.
We have to ask ourselves,
." ;:,"'.~_._, ·;-~.

• ..:·?-'i,_l•~ w't
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'Would I rather make $5,000
less every year and have a
basic-level health care plan
assigned to me or would it
be better for me to keep the
$5,000 and go get my own
health insurance?" Or, more
importantly, 'Will I ever be
able to get a job if employers
have to keep spending
money that they don't
have?"
In 2004, the average
annual premium for individual health insurance was
$1,786, while premiums for
single employer-based coverage averaged $3,383,
according to a report published by the Kaiser Family
Foundation.
In addition, premiums for
employer-sponsored health
insurance have been rising

four times faster than workers' earnings since 1999,
according to the Kaiser Family Foundation and the
Health Research and Educational Trust.
It's a simple concept:
When the cost of benefits an
employer must provide rise,
the employees are the ones
who bear the costs as their
wages fall.
An employer who already
provides health insurance
doesi;i't do so out of generosity, but because it attracts
workers who might not
think they can afford health
insurance on their own.
The truth is that better
plans can be purchased at
more affordable prices if
individuals will seek them
out on their own.
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Price changes stamp
on playful aesthetics
changing is that I wait in
A little more than a
week ago I tried to mail
line for more than 30
minutes at the post
in a cancellation form to
end my short tenure as a
office to get the cute
gym member, but on Fristamps so I don't have to
day morning I found that
settle for less attractive
my cancellation form
Liberty Bell stamps or
had been returned due
whatever other ugly
to insufficient postage.
designs they sell in
I watch the news
those stamp vending
almost every morning
machines conveniently
KARI WILBERG
and, at the start of writlocated in grocery
Editor-in-Chief
ing this column, I found
stores.
a report filed by CNN in
And when it comes
February announcing that stamp
time for me to use my stamps they
prices would go up May ll, but I
are almost always insufficient, even
had never seen anything about this
though I had just bought my curannounced on the TY.
rent sheet in March. It was my own
Granted, it may be my own fault
fault for not asking, but it would
that I am not up to date with the
have been nice to know that my
current stamp prices since I rarely
giant pack of stamps would be
mail any letters, and I don't keep
insufficient in a couple months.
up with the United States Postal
The same thing happened a year
Service's news, but it seems the
ago and my little Star Wars heart
price changes every time I want to
was crushed when my Yoda stamp
mail something. Stamp prices went
was "returned for insufficient
up 2 cents May ll.
postage."
I have a full sheet of 42-cent DisAs CNN and my mother have
ney stamps pinned to my bulletin
informed me, I could start purchasboard that are now useless unless I
ing Forever Stamps, which would
go back to the post office, wait in
make it so my stamps would never
line and buy 2-cent stamps.
be insufficient again, but those
One could argue that these
come with a catch.
stamps are available online, but I
Forever Stamps don't come
try to use the USPS as little as posadorned with cute characters. This
sible because they have lost many
may make me sound like the girliest
checks I've attempted to mail to my of all girls, but I like my Aladdin,
bank in Minnesota.
Mickey Mouse and 101 Dalmatians
They also failed to forward a
friends. Adding an uglier 2-cent
package filled with souvenirs that I
stamp next to the cute, insufficient
had shipped back to myself from a
42-cent one defeats the purpose of
six-week study abroad in Switzerever standing in line at all.
land. It was delivered to my old
While many may think this is a
address, even after I had set up mail silly problem, I know many people
forwarding online and went into
out there who care about how their
the post office to be sure everything letters are presented. Hopefully
was set up properly.
someday they will come out with
But the thing that makes me
more attractive Forever Stamps and
really mad about stamp prices
eliminate this problem all together.
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benefit students

ocial networks like
Facebook and Twitter
may help friends stay
in touch. and having professors jump in on the social
networking bandwagon can
only make college life and
communication easier.
Most UCF students have
probably had at least one
experience where they commuted all the way to campus
just to learn their class was
canceled for the day. If that
one class is the only reason
for even arriving to campus
at all, then the trip seems like
a waste of time.
Twitter and Facebook are
tools that could come in
handy for up-to-date information like class cancellations or changes in assignments, and UCF faculty are
learning how to incorporate
them into their teaching
methods.
Webcourses is the main
tool UCF uses for students
and professors who utilize
Web-based learning, but this
iJ1't an effective tpol for stu-

dents and instructors who
aren't in online classes. Even
those in online classes can
admit that Webcourses is not
always the most trustworthy
way to stay connected.
E-mails are usually sent
out to classes if there are
changes made, but in the
case of cancellations, it may
be too late by the time the
entire class is notified.
Some students could
argue that they don't want
their professors to see what
they do in everyday life, but
more than one account
could be made to separate
the personal life from the
professional or academic
one.
Facebook can make group
projects run smoother by
allowing professors to create
a community where everyone can make sure assignments are clear and
completed correctly and on
time.
In addition to that, students can also use the communities created profes-

1w

sors to help each other out
with the assignments, especially when it is 3 a.m and
most professors aren't
online.
Facebook also has a chat
application so classmates are
able to see when their classmates are online and speak
with them directly about an
assignment instead of posting comments and having to
wait for a response.
Facebook isn't the only
social networking entity that
could improve communication between a community
of professors and students.
Twitter can also allow
professors to give out timely
updates to their classes
instead of having students
find out important information a few minutes before
classes start.
Students should welcome
the incorporation of faculty
into social networks because
it could strengthen teacherstudent communication that
has plenty of room for
improvement.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralF/oridaFutiJre.com or fax them to 407:447-4556. Questions? (all 407-447-4558,
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WHATYOU ARE SAYING

Engineers excel at
bridge-build contest

interesting places to eat and Loving Hut sounds perfect. Thanks!

How is 10th place a victory? 4th
place isn't a victory.1st place is a
victory. At least they're in the top
20percent.

Proposed program
eliminations announced

4TH ISN'T 1ST

UCF rewards coach
with contract
She deserves the money, she's a
winner. We pay George O'Dreary
millions and give him a 10-year
contract to have the worst offense
inD-1.
DUDE

Vegan place offers
food for thought
tbis restaurant sounds amazing and I'm definitely going to
check it out now. I'm always
happy to find out about new and

I
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ANDREA PAVLOV

Sorry to the people with their
majors cut. I've been worrying
that mine was on the block and
I'm relieved that it's not as bad as
we all expected.

f

..

ANONYMOUS
t

Sotomayor
clear about
• .
opm1ons
This article is a prime example
of why I haven't read this newspaper for a few months. I came back
to see if you people decided to
educate yourselves properly, but
low and behold, you still have
nothing intelligent to say. Back to
reading a real paper, not this frivolous garbage you call ''news."
lAUREN

The Future encourages comments from readers. Ifyo uwould like to
make acomment about any issue please go to www.UCFNews.com.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMID{,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

407-447-4S55 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

100
12S
150
175
200
225

HelpWanted:General
Help Wanted: Part-Tnne
Help Wanted: Full-Tme
Business Opportunities
F«Rent:Homes
For Rent.Apartments

275 Sublease
300 F« Sale: Homes

C
C
C

B
B
B
A
A
B
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B
A
A
B
A
B
B

325 ForSale:Automotlve
For Sale: General
ForSale:Pets

350
375
400
500
600
700

Services
Announuments

Tr.wef
Worship
800 Misc:ellaneaus
900 Wanted

B

B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
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PAYMENT METHODS

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

7 9

7

2

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

3ffi.0013 ext9275.

CROSSWORD

350

ACROSS

Like New Bose321 Sllrcu'd
Sollld Sysan Model GS
Serles l Origlnal Bax,
Di1lttions and Recelp. Paid
$999 plus tax. Wil sell for

$450 or obo. Cal 407-7()9Q(gl
fermolelrta.
Ll<e New DeD lnsplron LaplDp
Model 1!i01, 1T' Screa,, Fuly

Loaded Ortgnl Box and Free
Caryl~ case. Paid $844. WII
sel for $450 or obo. Cal
407-709,oCR! for mo1e Info.

1 Alpha folloWer
5 Advanced malh
subj.
9 Metal fastener
14 Lumberjacks'
tools
15 Birth state of
seven presidents
16 Amtrak speedster
17 Geom. shape
18 Skipper who
landed on Ararat
19 Big parties
20 Auto door safety
feature
23 River, to Ricardo
24 Korean carmaker
25 Bird on some
Australian ooins
28 Places to sleep:

Abbr.

•
•
•

TONNl-0.GE FOR RENrn
galBd amnJ'ity i1Avalon Pak
(Sµrg Isle) 3/3.5Q. IJ(e reN.
Ea::h beaoom has it's CM11 bah!
Cme t> oo= df C'roial cm
Avalon. WO, p:o cm cittnJse.
$1500mo. Cal321-377-1746or
954-593-7233. AVAILJULY 1ST

Rrst Month Free!
A"*ie~ Dl..pei<i1Srelwood
Forest 3,2 $l5Gtoo. Cbsei> ~
1.2M1 ca-e, WO, dsnNamer ird.
Cal 407-937-200'.> or 4f12.-2ffi.7S77

Sublease
this

30 Son-of-a-gun
34 Cheap per-share
buy
37 Actor Johnny
38 Hershey's
offering
39_Jima
40 Spooky
41 Hogwarts
messengers
42Brewery

container
44 Scary African
flies
46 Greek letters
alter mus
47 NFL gains
48 Lawyer:Abbr.
49 Part of a college

yr•

51 With 'lhe,"what
the ends ol 20-,
34-and42-

Across suggest
59 Playful poke
60 R&Bsinger

•

"

9 rrmh lease~ at
Pegasus Poire,$60Cltra1h, 2
Im 2batroan ~ f r o m

AuJ.».19-MeyB,2010.No
~feea~req..ffll.Cal me 419-21 &6845 or

a:

f'l!daiete11sle i89@y.nxl.am

•

Avalon Lakes 3.2.5 UMtare has
(2) rexms b' rert 811,00. Gae:!
CXll'TJTlJily~&WO.
$00) roo. n:. P e r ~
00::: sWens. Cal (561)7IB-7Z31 .

•

India
61Tax
63 0\/en setting
64 Paw bottoms
65 Big name in

oo-lt·yoursetr

rum,ture
66 Ginette Trac II
successors
67 Help with a heist
68 Prefix with sol or

space

DOWN

ByDavfdPcole

2 Corp. officer
3PC

troubleshooter
4 Up and about
5 Andean vultures
6 Just~ skip and

7te':r~~

8GreatlakBs
salmon
9 Basket fiber
10 Reykjavik natlYe
11 White House
rejection

12 Kind of engr.
13 Chore

~nW:t'
fii":1i"Yir
25 Disney World's
_Center

26 catcalls

27 •1 give upr

40 Sales meeting

29Pigpens

30Disdain
31 FICtional Maine
town In many
Stephen King

stories
32Worked

undercoVer
33 Autobahn autos

35 Sentimental
yearning for the

1 Watering hole, so
to speak
36~atab

42

i;;:.t, In
Bordeaux

43 Like the most
active bee?
45 Braces (oneself)

53 ltstlnks
54 Cailornla wine

55=-ng

crustacean

56 Stay out of

SOSashaObama's 57=hockey
big sister
manewar
51 Org. wilh tl)e N.Y 58Afflrm
Liberty and LA
conlldently
62 NBA center_
Spaiks
52 Injured
Ming

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Student
Rote
$6onissue

•
•

•
•

.,

•

•
•
•
Walk in:

•

call in:
407-447-4555

I 1825 High Tech Ave.

Suite #100
Orlando, FL 32817

•

..
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www.Centra!FloridaFuture.com
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